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EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN SUB-SAHARAN 
AFRICA: THE OPERATION AND IMPACT OF 
EDUCATION SYSTEMS 
By 
David Court and Kabiru Kinyanjui 
ABSTRACT 
The essence of the problem facing education systems in Africa 
is that the expansion of eni-.lments, in response to public demand, is 
exceeding the capacity of Ai..-j.can economies to maintain educational 
quality. The gap in learning achievements between African students and 
those of the industrial countries is widening to unbridgeable proportions. 
This extent of educational deficiency has implications for the state of 
health, f e r t i l i t y and agricultural productivity of the populace and 
threaterS a condition of perpetual intel lectual dependency. There i s an 
empirical relationship between educational attainment and the increase 
in human well-being and potential but much remains to be learned about 
i t s precise magnitude and thr; mechanisms that can strengthen i t . 
Associated with the practical problem of inadequate basic education and the 
research problems of incomplete understanding is a shortage of trained 
analysts and researchers tha. make up the problem-solving capability of the 
African nations. 
The significance of education in the debate about the means of 
fostering improvement in Africa l i e s in the demonstrated relationship 
between education and dif ferent forms of economic and social development. 
From the standpoint of this evidence, i t is the low level of investment 
in human resources that accounts, .for much of the stagnation and decline 
that are a f f l i c t i n g most African countries. Despite impressive expansion 
of education enrolments in the las t twenty-five' years, there is a need 
for more education. The urr nt questions facing African governments and 
donor agencies are what kind of education should be provided, what policies 
should govern i t s provision, and how can i t be financed? This paper 
o f f e r s a broad review of the condition of education in'Africa in an 
attempt to provide information and insight that can assist in thinking 
about these questions and ' E>iut the ways in which education can contribute 
to development on the continent. • 
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EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN SUB-SAKARAN AFRICA: 
THE OPERATION AND IMPACT OF EDUCATION SYSTEMS1 
I INTRODUCTION 
In a continent characterized by tumult and change in the past 
twenty f ive years there has been one fascinating constant. This i s the 
persistent and seemingly insatiable public demand for formal education. 
This demand has been fueled by the abiding fa i th of individuals and 
governments alike that education can promote their economic and social 
well-being. The parlous state of sub-saharaii Africa in 1985 would .seem 
to provide l i t t l e ground for t h i s , or any other, kind of optimism. 
However, the recent accumulation of research findings suggests that this 
faith in education as an instrument of development is indeed not 
misplaced."'' In the absence of other modamizing institutions schools 
have a beneficial social and economic impact that is wider and deeper 
than has heretofore been recognized. Colcloucrh, summarising the research 
of the 1970s for the World Bank, concluded that education has the 
following consequences: 
" I t increases productivity in a l l sectors of the economy, 
reduces f e r t i l i t y , improves health and nutrition status and 
promotes significant attitude and behaviour changes, at the 
level both of the individual and the community, which are 
helpful to the process of economic development"^. 
From the standpoint of this evidence i t i s low level of 
investment in human resources which partlv accounts for evident stagnation 
and decline in many African countries. There is thus a need for more 
education and the /urFeIvtquestions are what kind of education should be 
provided, what policies should govern i t s provision and what means 
are available for financing if?"1 These concerns have a salience and 
significance in the calculations of individuals x governments and 
international agencies which place education at the center of the debate 
about the means of fostering development in Africa. 
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The purpose of this paper i s to review the condition of 
education in sub-Saharan Africa and assess the ways in which i t can be 
enabled to contribute more ef fectively than in the past to Afr ica ' s 
declared development goals. In doing this we follow a series of steps. 
We look f i r s t at the historical conditions of education" in post-colonial 
Africa and identify some of the principal achievements. We then 
describe the salient characteristics of the present situation in terms 
of what has not- been achieved and follow this with a brief characteri:-
zation of the di f ferent types of policy response that are evident among 
African nations. We next consider the context of education planning, 
drawing attention to some c r i t i c a l features of the society and the 
economy that condition the making of educational policy. The core of the 
paper consists of a series of analyses of some c r i t i c a l issues that face 
educational policy in Africa. After that some issues concerning the 
role of educational research are discussed and, f i n a l l y , we enumerate 
some strategies and emphases for both national governments and 
international assistance agencies. 
For every conclusion about a vast and richly diverse continent 
there are numerous national and regional exceptions . Africa contains 
o i l exporting nations and countries with huge agricultural and mineral 
potential as well as the arid famine-stricken nations that are the 
subject of current newspaper headlines. Countries also d i f f e r s ignif icantly 
in the nature of the ir historical experience and p o l i t i c a l ideology. 
I t i s important to keep in mind this variety in any consideration of 
past experience or future policy. We proceed to make seme generalizations 
on the premise that Africa as a continent does share some circumstances 
and face some problems that distinguish i t from other parts of the globe. 
It hence permits col lect ive analysis and merits sympathetic and 
constructive world attention. 
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XI THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF EDUCATION IN AFRICA 
Systems of education inherited by the newly independent nations 
of Africa in the early 19 60s were designed to serve colonial and 
minority interests. Overall provision of education was grossly 
inadequate to the requirements of modern nationhood, with l i t t l e more 
than one third of the relevant age group enrolled in primary schools, 
less than 3%' in secondary - schools, and a minute fraction in the few 
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institutions of higher education that then existed on the continent. 
In the countries of colonial settlement, education systems were 
characterized by racial ly segregated structures and by corresponding 
imbalances in patterns of expenditure. Educational opportunity was 
unevenly spread within countries in relation to areas of colonial 
settlement, missionary presence end economic development. Curricula 
were infused with European content, practice and ethos and were 
administered and, at the secondary levels were largely taught, bv 
expatriates. There was l i t t l e technical or agricultural education 
and girls were hardly represented at a l l at secondary and higher 
levels . 
Given the starting point of systems that were i l l -designed 
for the economic and social needs of newly independent African 
countries achievements in the f i e l d of education since 1960 have been 
truly dramatic. The outstanding achievement of the las t twenty five 
years has been the enormous expansion of educational opportunity, in 
the case of primary education from a small base to virtual universal 
enrolment in several countries, and this was accompanied by more 
extensive secondary enrollment as indicated in table 1. This expansion 
involved the removal of racial structures and the incorporation of groups 
who had no previous access to formal education, and was made possible by 
the dedication of sizeable public funds and substantial community 
e f fort in school building. 
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Accompanying the quantitative expansion came important 
qualitative improvements, including the adaption of the inherited 
structures and content in the direction of greater relevance to national 
circumstances and culture, f i r s t at the primary level and more recently 
in secondary schools as well . In many countries, a variety of education 
and training institutions has been added to meet the wider requirements 
of s k i l l s and services demanded bv the economy. Adult education has 
become an important component of educational provision and in several 
countries, such as Tanzania and Ethiopia, massive and repeated national 
campaigns have made impressive and repeated national campaigns have made 
impressive inroads into widespread i l l i t e r a c y . Increased recognition 
has been given to agricultural education through, for example, the expansion 
of farmer training centers and the greater emphasis placed on technical 
training and professional course under a web of private and Government 
auspices. Host /•6"Lr'lcaEountries have established at least one national 
university. Nigeria with i t s o i l revenues .is exceptional in i t s network 
of State universit ies , but several other countries have developed multi -
layered systems of higher education. 
The localization of s taf f has proceeded apace with the 
educational administration and teaching force at the primary and secondary 
levels now almost entirely in national hands, and the number of 
expatriates in tertiary education has been steadily reduced. At the 
same time attention has been given to improving the quali f ications 
of the teaching profession. The idea of using research to further 
understanding of the functioning of education systems in Africa has 
become more widespread. Most countries have become more adept in their 
abi l i ty to monitor increasingly complex systems of education, and the 
systems have been sustained by the dedication of innumerable teachers in 
far flung schools to improving the lot of the next generation and by their 
abi l i ty to improvise in the face of dininishing resources. 
Improvements in the external eff iciency of education systems are 
evident in the extent to which manpower targets have been met and in the 
less tangible, but no less important benefits , that accrue to a nation that 
has a more rather than l e s s l i terate population. These social and economic 
outcomes of education are d i f f i c u l t to quantify but there i s increasing 
—; : : „•„. 
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recognition of the wider developmental significance of education beyond 
the achievement of manpower provision and i t is clear that one of the most 
important ef fects of expanded education has been to extend adherence of 
populations to achievement rather than to ascriptive norms and this has 
helped to hold together the nation state throughout most of the continent®. 
I I I . SALIENT DIMENSIONS OP THE CURRENT SITUATION 
Notwithstanding the impressive achievements of education 
systems in many African countries the present situation provides l i t t l e 
ground for complacency. Symptoms of decline are everywhere evident and the 
rest important can be quickly enumerated before 'we move to a diagnosis and 
some suggestions about possible treatment. The central problem is the fact 
that the post independence expansion of enrolments is exceeding the capacity 
of African economies to sustain their systems. Most African countries after a 
period of advance are experiencing a deterioration in the efficiency of 1 . 
educational provision and in the quality of instruction that they are 
able to provide. The general picture is familiar, but the f u l l measure 
of the' problem and its practical implications are not easy to digest. 
Several broad dimensions of the problem can be identified. 
1. ' The continuing inadequacy of educational coverage 
Despite the major expansion of education in a l l African countries 
that has been described the overall provision of education remains 
inadequate in relation both to economic requirements and equity 
considerations. This can be seen in the enrollment figure for 1981 
shown in table 1. The significance of this evidence on the continuing 
deficiencies of educational provision l ies in the strengthening 
censensus that i t is the low level of human resource development in Africa 
relative to other inputs that accounts for the poor economic condition 
of most of the continent. From this perspective there has been over-
investment in physical capital — dams, air-ports, building projects, 
irrigation schemes etc — and an underinvestment in associated human 
capital . The observational evidence for this conclusion is very strong. 
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All over Africa one can find institutions and Drojects that are 1 
languishing or inoperable because of the absence of the trained people 
necessary to run them. Equally compelling on this score is the research 
evidence on the economic benefits which accrue to extended education 
in the form of greater agricultural productivity, labor ef f ic iency , and 
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so forth. The development of physical capital i s hindered by the lack of 
the signif icant s k i l l s which education can provide. In addition to a 
complementarity between physical and human resources there i s now also 
clear evidence that education produces major (indirect-economic) 
benefits in the terms of improved community health, nutrition,-
f e r t i l i t y regulation and general responsiveness of populations to g 
technological innovation. In short, further expansion of education 
and training i s a c r i t i c a l necessity for Africa's long term economic and 
social development. 
2. The erosion of quality 
A major consequences of the.pressure of numbers on resources is 
the deterioration of a sizeable part of the primary school sector, and 
much of the secondary, into l i t t l e mere than facades for learning 
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institutions . Such schools are characterized by large classes — 
often approaching one hundred pupils — and no desks, chairs, chalk, ' 
blackboards or other accoutrements of learning. Textbooks are unavailable 
or inappropriate and untrained teachers predominate. Grade repetition 
and drop out are common and although evidence i s scanty i t is almost 
certain that there has been a decline in average academic performance 
because of the deterioration of f a c i l i t i e s , the decline in resources and 
the recruitment into school systems of disadvantaged groups. 
More serious than the presence of untrained teachers is the 
decline in teacher morale. While in the past, the term "teacher" was 
a measure of respect, teachers commanded great status in the community 
and the profession was a sought-after one, today teachers are a 
beleagured and a dispirited force. Those that can depart the 
profession and those that cannot seek ways of supplementing their incomes 
in a manner that inevitably has a delexerious ef fect on the quality 
c . instruction, of their 
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- Associated with the decline in the quality of the state system 
is the erosion of public confidence. T-ose with resources opt out 
of the system at a l l levels from nursery to university, with an 
increasing number of parents sending their children to Europe or 
America for secondary and higher education. 
3. Persistent Inequalities 
Although impressive quantitative expansion has occurred, 
access to educational opportunities in most countries i s s t i l l not 
evenly distributed across the sexes and across regional and social 
groups, and sharp differences in performances on national examinations 
can be observed. Educational policy in the early yearp 0 f independence 
tended to ignore, ana therefore to reinforce, historical disparities 
of these kinds. Correcting the imbalance was not at f i r s t viewed 
as a priority because of the absolute shortage of those with 
educational qualifications and the consequent stress on across-
the -board expansion. At the same time, the need to f i l l positions 
in the expanding economy led to an empahsis on secondary and-higher 
education f o r those who were already in the system at the time of 
independence.1^ 
In the past f ive years issues of region, class and gender 
in-equality have become matters of increasing v i s i b i l i t y and o f f i c i a l 
concern in most African countries. Some of this concern stems from 
a concept of development that emphasizes the equitable distribution of 
resources and the fulfilment of basic needs, including education, as 
a central purposes of social policy. A more urgent source of anxiety 
concerns the threat to an often f rag i le sense of nationhood that is 
posed by these continuing dispari t ies . 
Regional inequalities in the provision of education assume 
a particularly c r i t i c a l importance in Africa because they tend to be 
synonymous with ethnic dispari t ies . Especially at the secondary and 
higher levels several countries have been forced to adopt regional 
quota systems as a way of responding to the threat to national 
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integration posed by di f ferent ia l access. However, data from several 
countries- suggest that regional inequalities have persisted and indeed 
increased even in nations that have made major e f f o r t s to restructure 
their societies along egalitarian l i n e s . 1 1 Foster has described the 
characteristics situation in sub-Saharan Africa: 
" Inequalit ies of access are remarkably persistent and 
those regions that obtained an early lead in education 
development have tended to maintain their disadvantages 
even in later periods of rapid education dif fusion. In 
f a c t , at intermediate stages of growth, the gap between 
the "educational 'haves' and 'have-nots' tends to widen 
• rather than diminish, even where mean levels of formal 
education are everywhere •••"rising". 
The data concerning the ef fect of expansion on the access of 
dif ferent social groups is less conclusive. In the period of i n i t i a l 
expansion systems were by definition re lat ively "open" in terms of the 
opportunities they afforded to children from rural and poor areas, and 
socio economic background was a far less important determinant of 
access and performance than i t is for example in Britain and the 
United States. However, with the increasing dif ferentiation of African 
s o c i e t i e s , consequent upon the spread of a monetary economy, has come 
a corresponding dif ferentiation of schools, and socio-economic factors 
are becoming more important than before in determining access to better 
schools and sub sequent mobility. 
From a developmental standpoint the most important aspect of 
present inequality in education concerns the restricted opportunities 
available for g i r l s , particularly at the higher levels of the education 
system in Africa . At the primary level the expansion in female 
enrollments has been'substantial, from 21% o f . t h e age group in 1960 
to approximately 60% in 1985, with an increase at the secondary level 
from 3% to 15% . However as table 2 reveals there are sizeable 
differences between countries on these dimensions and a remaining aspect 
of the problem concerns the need to increase enrollement in the f i r s t 
cycle in those countries where i t remains low. The more fundamental 
problem of gender inequality is a second order one that has to do with 
the limited access of g ir ls to the higher quality secondary schools, to 
university, to science and particular professions ar.d to training 
opportunities and scholarships of a l l types. 
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Table 2: Female Enrolment as % of tota l enrolled at different levels of 
the education system for selected African countries in 1978 
-
PRIMARY 
LEVEL OF 
SECONDARY 
EDUCATION 
HIGHER 
Central African Republic - - 17 
Congo 48 39 13 
Egypt 40 37 31 
Gabon - - 24 
Ghana 44 38 -
Guinea Bissau 30 19 -
Ivory VCoast 39 - 19 
Kenya 48 41 24 
Lesotho 59 57 47 
Malawi 41 14 
Mozambique " 41 • 28 " -
Niger 37 27 17 
Senegal 40 . r 20 
Somalia 36 •' 24 - 11 
Sudan 41 34 23 
Tanzania 46 34 8 
Ugand a 42 ' 28 18 
Upper Volta 37 - 20 
Zambia 46 - 17 
Source: Unesco Statistical Yearbook, Paris, Unesco 1981. 
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There i s now research evidence to show that the education of 
women outweighs a l l other . factors, including income, in i t s impact on a 
range of development related behaviours concerning child care nutrition 
13 
and health. Thus the continuing restrictions on the educational 
opportunities available to women are not only a matter of inequity but 
constitute a serious retarding factor on national development. 
4. The questionable relevance of education to employment 
The dramatic expansion of formal education that has been 
described was a response to a shortage of middle level manpower. 
Ironically i t s most v i s i b l e consequence has been the "school leaver 
problem" in which .graduates of f i r s t primary and then secondary schools 
have experienced increasing d i f f i cu l ty in finding employment in the 
14 
modern wage economy. The expansion has occurred so rapidly and 
massively that i t has surpassed the capacity of African economies to 
provide the kind of occupations which school leavers had been le t to expect. 
The r-ressure was f e l t f i t s t by primary school students whose leaving 
certif icate was no longer a guarantee of employment. In the mid 1960s the 
period of shortage of those with secondary school education merged into 
a period of equilibrium in supply and demand, and by the mid 1970s 
unemployment among some secondary school leavers was noticeable for the 
f i r s t time. Because the jobs for which school leavers f e l t prepared were 
in town, urban migration has become an integral part of the school leaver 
problem. For most primary school and an increasing number of secondary 
school leavers init iation to post school adulthood consists of a frustrating 
round of job applications in town punctuated by periods of shortlived and 
demeaning employment. 
The ef fect of worsening employment prosr^ects has been to 
intensify rather than reduce the demand for education and has resulted in 
the now familiar phenomenon of qualification escalation in which students 
go on seeking ever higher qualifications. This is a rational response 
to an educational structure in which students have to complete one level 
before being allowed to enter the next and a social structure where there 
are few alternative channels to mobility. Since from each stage only a 
minority can enter the next stage, and the i-ewards to gaining entry are 
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high,the result is a system in which the main characteristics are 
competition and exclusion. As the majority at each level of the hierarchy 
wil l not proceed with further education 1 this means that schooling i s 
inevitably geared to the interests of the .minority who proceed rather 
than the majority who remain. 
At the lower end of the scale only about 50% of African 
youth complete the basic seven year cycle of primary education and 
approximately 23% of this number continue to any kind of formal secondary 
level education. The majority of Afr ica ' s youth are l e f t at an early 
age to fend for themselves in the arena of small-scale farming and rural 
enterprise. The great challenge f o r the school systems is to find ways 
of preparing them for the rural l i f e that they w i l l face and we discuss in 
a subsequent section some of the measures that are being taken. 
At the upper end of the hierarchy the expansion h=s, 
paradoxically, not in most African countries produced s e l f sufficiency in 
high level manpower and there remains a continuing shortage cf highly 
trained people especially in the s c i e n t i f i c and technical f i e l d s , with a 
consequent measure of dependency upon outside professionals . 
5. Inadequate Planning and Management Capability 
A f inal evident consequence of the pressure cf numbers is the 
strain on management capability. Keeping the system af loat become the 
all-consuming preoccupation of Ministries of Education and l i t t l e time 
is l e f t for init iat ing qualitative reform in the curriculum or wider 
school structure. Management problems arc compounded by the fact that 
in most countries the data base that is essential for e f fect ive management, 
the analysis o f 'avai lable options for reform and the reallocation of 
resources is incomplete, unreliable or unavailable. Nor i s there in 
most placer, the c r i t i c a l mass of research expertise that is necessary 
for making good use of these data. 
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In summary, from an educators standpoint, the over-arching 
problem facing Africa at the present time i s the poor quality of education 
for society in general and particular shortages of those highly trained 
individuals who can be the designers, implementors and catalysts of 
development policy. Quality improvement and cost-saving innovations— 
central themes of any educational strateey for Africa—require 
sustained attention to improved planning analysis and management capacity. 
IV. TYPES OF NATIONAL POLICY RESPONSE 
Three distinct types of responses to the general problems just 
desce^ii i 'e - • described are ~ in the educational policies of African nations m 
the l a s t twenty f ive years: adaption of the inherited structure, the 
creation of a parallel system, and the rejection and transformation of 
the old system. I t is not possible here to review each-, in detail but 
i t is important to identify them in terms of their main characteristics. 
They are not pure types and any given country contains aspects of each, 
but they do r e f l e c t distinctive sets of policy emphasis. . 
1. • - The adartive approach 
In this f i r s t case are those countries which have kept • 
largely intact the structure-of the system inherited at independence 
and have concentrated on i ts adaption to meet new circumstances and on 
nationalizing i t in terms of content and personnel. Evident in these 
systems are such emphases as the retention of a metropolitan- language-, 
and a stress upon examinations-, international standards-, higher 
education and overseas training-, and a re lat ive lack-of- emphasis upon 
adult l i teracy and the :'a incorporation of previously neglected group's 
in the society. The main problem with systems exemplifying this set of 
emphases is that they are notably -academic and e l i t i s t in their ethos and 
seem not- to be catering for the employment and s k i l l nefcds of large 
sections-of their populations. - • • — --
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2. Parallel structures of non formal education 
The view that the formal system was not providing relevant 
s k i l l s and values needed for employment and economic development led in 
many countries to the growth of a paral lel structure of non-formal 
educational act iv i t ies , A wide variety of out-of -school learning 
activit ies exist in most countries of sub-Saharan Africa. They are 
sponsored by a host of non-government agencies and involve l i teracy 
classes, vocational s k i l l s , agricultural extension, paramedical training 
and a number of other s k i l l - p r o v i d i " - p ^ W ^ s . It is clear that in many 
cases these training programs c^' ;tribute valuable means for improving the 
l i f e and employment opportvinities of participants, and have been especially-
successful in developing .-ommunity leadership and social mobilization. 
They also provide on alternative ideal to conventional schools for 
organizing learning. Vet, surprisingly l i t t l e is known about individual 
programs in teros of 'heir e f f ic iency and cost effectiveness. Where 
assessments have beer, made the record is mixed. The-varied learning 
activit ies carried co outside the formal school system have proved to 
be neither an a l t e r a t i v e education nor a short-cut tc the rapid 
education of populations and the parallel structures have remained as 
15 
second chance and. second best institutions in the eyes of the population. 
3. Radical --ransfcrmation 
The i.lird type of response has been based on a fundamental 
questionnin- of the appropriateness of the inherited structure to African 
circumstances and an attempt tc replace i t by a different and more 
rulevar'. system. In some cases the radical critique and the formulation 
of a l terat ives emerged during the struggle for liberation from the colonial 
rower. They were necessitated by the conditions of the strugrle and were 
part n' a larger rejection of the type of socfety thit was seen to 
embody African oppression as was the case in Mozambique, Guinea P.issau 
acJ Zimbabwe.16 Elsewhere, as in Tanzania and Ethiopia, reformulation 
,^ nd experimentation were the result of ideological premises and T>licy - • 17 
pnsi-ions developed by the Stntc. However, desrite- the di f ferent or-irins 
or the two cases their principal emphases are similar and some of these can 
be quickly enumerated. The ti'onsf-jimaLion of education was part of a wider 
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exercise of transforming the economic and p o l i t i c a l structure of the 
society. Education was expected to develop a new consciousness and new 
types of s k i l l that would contribute to this transformation. Great 
emphasis wast therefore placed on mass education — both adult and 
primary — rather than on the secondary and higher l e v e l s , and extensive 
use was made of l i teracy campaigns. The content of education stressed . i -
po l i t ica l understanding, practical experience and a pedagogical link to 
productive behavior in agriculture, health and nutrition. Prominent 
among structural emphases were the importance of integrating the school 
with ':its surrounding community, the ideal of col lect ive decision-
making, the u t i l i t y of manual labor and the necessity of educating 
women. 
A cr i t ica l assessment of the experience of countries that , 
in face of economic or po l i t ica l circumstance have attempted fundamental 
educational change, is long overdue. For present purposes i t is important 
to take note of three significant points. In the f i r s t place, while 
there is l i t t l e evidence that they constitute a general model for 
emulation they have in several instances — e.H. the stress on womens 
education, productive work,, and local culture — anticipated educational 
emphases that other countries have come to recognize. Secondly, in the case 
of countries that have emerged from a recent l iberation struggle their 
experience has relevance to the possible future experience "of those 
countries - e .g . Namibia and South Africa — that have yet to attain 
majority rule. Thirdly, in relation to both these points, i t is clear that 
whatever the pol i t ical coloration of the regimes in question, they are 
grappling with issues of general concern in the continent and, because 
their experience is instructive, they should not be ostracized by western 
donor agencies who have reservations about their p o l i t i c s . Indeed the 
pol i t ica l labels themselves are misleading in the African continent 
because virtually a l l countries face the same contextual factors and have 
to deal with the same set of cr i t ica l issues created by the particular 
circumstances of the continent.- Ke now turn to consider some of these 
contextual factors. 
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V. THE CONTEXT OF THE POLICY RESPONSE 
While this paper does not intend to address i t s e l f to the 
general p o l i t i c a l , economic and social dimensions of Africa predicament, 
i t is necessary., however, before turning to some of the specif ic cr i t ica l 
issues in education, to emphasize those particular featares of the 
socio-pol i t ical context that condition most the formulation of educational 
policy. 
1. Explosive population growth 
Africa has the highest f e r t i l i t y and the fastest rate of 
population growth of a l l regions in the the world, and the implications of 
this for educational quality are dire. The population of the 
continent is expected to double i t s present size shortly after the turn 
of the century. Some countries have growth rates approaching 4% per 
annum and 50% of their children below the age of f i f t e e n . This kind 
or expansion exacerbates the tendencies already described, by .increasing 
the demand for education and intensifying the pressure on limited 
resources. P.eeent "UNESCO figures dramatize the relat ive plight of Africa 
in comparison with other parts of the world. 
"Between 19f5 and 2000 numbers in the 5-14 age croup are 
expected to grow by 5% in more developed countries, by rather under 30% 
18 m Latin America and the Caribean and by as much as 60% in Africa" . 
By the year 2000 those in this age group wi l l contribute one in 
seven of the population in the industrial world but one in our four 
in Africa.which means that ."not only is there a bigger school expansion 
job to be done in Africa, but that there are Proportionately fewer 
19 people m the working population to carry the burden of that schooling". 
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2. Declining Economies 
The pressures created by population growth are intensified by 
the economic problems confronting Africa. Africa also has the lowest 
per capita income of any region in the world and the lowest growth rate . 
Gross domestic product rose by about 3.5% between 1970 and 1980 but declined [ 
"20 ( by approximately 1% each year between 1981 and 1983 . " Set against a 
population growth rate of approximately 3% this represents a per capita 
decline over the same time of almost 4% per annum. Responsibility for 
this decline has been attributed to the o i l price r i s e , declining 
commodity prices , the recession, increased debt service costs and famine 
and mismanagement. The recent global economic recovery seems to be by-
passing African countries and i t is clear that a rapid improvement in 
economic conditions cannot be expected. 
In this grim economic situation, expenditures available for 
education are unlikely to increase relative to numbers of students or even 
in absolute terms. Many African countries are already spending as much 
as 20% of their total national budget on education and have reached the 
tolerable l imit t6 the amount of public funds that can be devoted to 
education. The pressure on educational budgets comes not onlv from 
I 
the per capita decline in available resources but also from a cost-
escalation element associated with the fact that the current surge of 
expansion of education systems is occurring at the post-primary level which 
requires more expensive teachers, plant • and equipment than are 
required at the lower leve l . 
3. The pol i t ica l context 
The combination"of population increase and economic decline create 
a harsh environment for the""expansion and improvement of education in Africa. 
A less obvious, but no less harmful constraint, on' quality improvement comes 
from the pol i t ica l context within which education systems reside. Twenty 
f ive years after independence there is hardly a government in Africa that 
is not st - i l l striving, to create a sense of nationhood and break down the 
pir 0chial t i e s that nvr> n «4uLoui H a w I Lu national unity. The 
jweitiownt pi-c-^'oiiHon with establ islnrig a im i f ind .n,-min ;,r»vl 
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system and a synthesis of traditional and modern forms of administrative 
institutions . Because there was not a unified economic and p o l i t i c a l 
base i t has been necessary to invest large amount of productive ~ 
21 
capital m institutions holding society together. One of the most 
important of these institutions i s the school which hence becomes the 
focal point for. converging p o l i t i c a l pressures. Because to distribute 
education at the.upper levels i s to distribute futare . ' s tatus ' schools are 
the arena for important p o l i t i c a l competition: 
"Access to schooling becomes therefore a focus for individual 
and grout> c o n f l i c t , whether i t is perceived in terms of a rise in 
personal rank and monetary rewards or whether i t is seen as an 
instrument through which diverse ethnic or social groupings 
can achieve an enhancement of their col lective status in the po emerging structure cf the new status" 
Variations in the distribution of educational f a c i l i t i e s 
within African countries arf hence a major source o f . p o l i t i c a l " 
vulnerability, and finding some means of reducing this a continuing pre-
occupation. 
The Manarerial Context 
A further pervasive, but re lat ive ly invisible feature of the 
socio-cultural context of educational policy i s tho phenomenon which is 
loosely termed "tribalism'' but has more aptly been characterized as the 
23 
economy of a f fect ion " . This i s the systetn of reciprocal relationships 
based on kinship, residence and -reliFion which tends to override other 
loyal t ies and constitutes a powerful social force penetrating a l l spheres 
of l i f e and affecting a l l institutions and social relationships. In i ts 
impact on education i t has been a positive factor in providing the driving 
force that has enabled homogeneous communities within African nations to 
act col lect ively to raise resources and to build and run schools. The 
Harambee 'sel f -help schools in Kenya are one of the best known expressions 2U of this social fotxjc but "tbpr»o or*o oilier throughout Africa. 
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However, the impact of the economy of affection in the national 
context is less unequivocally posit ive. In the f i r s t place the 
strength of established famil ial loyal t ies and institutions tends to 
weaken the legitimacy of the national institutions .that are assigned a 
central role in educational policy. One manifestation of this is the 
tendency for individuals and groups to direct public resources towards 
private and community purposes. In this situation extra organisational 
. . 25 
factors become cr i t ica l in shaping institutional behaviour. 
Institutions become subject to patterns of confl ict between salient 
groups.in society and positions within them become part of localized 
power struggles that have l i t t l e to do with the qualities required of 
a particular job. Frequently actors in key policy positions are moved in 
or out with l i t t l e regard ' for the health of the inst i tution. 
In I ts broader manifestation the economy of affection leads to 
an administrative culture — styles of decision making, attitudes 
towards authority, assumptions about community and notions of merit — 
that heavily constrain methods of management and can render ineffective 
seemingly beneficial inputs of s k i l l and training. I t creates a 
context in which westc-m notions of management cannot easi ly be inserted 
and accounts for the ineffectiveness of so many aid projects ' which 
are predicated upon management styles and a set of assumptions about the 
behavior of bureaucracies that simply do not apply in the African 
26 " . . . context. 
What is happening in Ministries of Education and indeed 
throughout the public sector is a departure from the norms and practices 
of the Inherited c i v i l service infrastructure. Among the most obvious 
manifestations of this change are the lack of respect for urgency, or 
disclosure, in dealing with the public, a chronic mobility among c i v i l 
servants, the polit ization of educational decision-making and an 
increasing reliance on oral rathar than written communication that erodes 
" 27 . institutional memory. Contrasting, with the information-orientation cf 
donor agencies there i s a retreat from the culture of l i teracy on the 
part of decision makers. They do n~t read very much and in a 
hierarchical and highly pol i t ic ised structure, where the President of the 
country i s frequently the main decision maker, there i s a natural 
reluctance on the part of other o f f i c i a l s to commit their views to writing 
until the o f f i c i a l l ine has been prescribed. 
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5. The Aid Relationship from the Recipient Standpoint 
The magnitude and diversity of the donor role in the development 
of African education has created a type of relationship with recipient 
ministries that heavily conditions the formulation of policy. Aid has 
undoubtedly made a massive contribution to the development cf African 
education, but some of i t s characteristics have e f fects that are not 
always recognized"or acknowledged. These e f fects stem from the volume of 
aid and the multiplicity of donors with their own s t y l e s , timetables, 
project orientations information requirements and demands for 
accountability. 
The aid relationship is by definition an unequal one but the 
sheer volume of external funds creates a situation of dependency in which 
the "real preferences" of countries often have l i t t l e chance to emerge. 
The extent to which some African countries have been willing to adopt 
external.models and e;:periiLertal projects , that were foreordained to be 
irrelevant or inadequate to any conceivable national purpose, is 
striking and i s explained largely by the weak bargaining position of 
Ministries in the aid negotiation process. 
The different styles and information requirements of various 
donor agencies presents an immense burden of absorption and adjustment 
. . 28 to recipient Ministries. Servicing these diverse information needs 
frequently absorbs most of the time of scarce Ministry talent . Common 
tc most of the agencies i s a desire to make a quick and distinctive impact 
which leads to a disinclination to support the simple, the routine and 
the proven, and a preference for buildinirs and bounded projects rather 
than long term measures involving recurrent costs . As result Africa has 
been host to innumerable projects experiments and models. In some 
cases — "Swedish" Polk Development Colleges, "Cuban" agricultural 
schools, "British' ' l ibraries, . "Canadian" technical colleges and so forth — 
they r e f l e c t the wholesale transplantation of an established national 
model. In other cases they re f lect the powerful and often short-lived 
fashions of passing donor conviction. Frequently in their more 
'innovative" form they consist of experiments that bear no relationship 
to any previous experience or demosntrable u t i l i t y . The result is 
that educational provision in many African countries consists of a basic 
national system overlaid with a parch work quilt of seni cutonortous 
projects of diverse multi-national hue'. 
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Donor agencies proclaim a commitment to the principle of project 
replication but in practice often nay insuff icient attention to the 
process of moving from the project to wider system, generalization. Indeed 
the response to the management problems described in the previous section 
is an increasing tendency to accentuate, the. separate autonomy of their 
projects. 
The impetus and the outcome have been eloquently described by King: 
In the face cf an analysis about the consequences of Yap id 
educational expansion, many donors conceive of their comparative 
advantaee in terns of demonstrating quality improvement in some 
part of the system. To ensure a successful high quality 
project . . . t h e r e i s a temptation to insulate tbe-aid project 
arainst fa i lure , bj* a series cf coordinated inputs, 
including very close supervision. Project-related training 
and cften some kind of special status, through interministerial 
committees, incentives for participating schools etc etc . 
Evaluation of the project when s t i l l aided is l ike ly to 
confirm i t s success. But the very factors that ensured i t s 
success as a micro project ensure i t s fa i lure when agency funds 
are removed. On paper.the generalisation or replication of the 
project to ether d is tr ic ts and provinces i s assured.- In ^g 
r e a l i t y , the micro project gradually returns to normalcy. 
More aid is undoubtedly part.of the solution to some of the 
educational problems of Africa but past aid has been part of the problem. 
Rationalizing'aid-coordination, practice and style can improve the 
situation, as above a l l can e f for ts to increase the capacity of African 
nations to participate more, "equally" in the negotiations that determine aid 
patterns and practice. 
VI CRITICAL ISSUES IN EDUCATIONAL POLICY 
Having identified some cf the broad symptoms of the educational 
cris is facing policy makers, the main types of response and some of the 
salient features of the context in which policies have to be fashioned we 
can turn to enumerate some of the specif ic c r i t i c a l issues that require 
urgent attention. 
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1. Modifying the terms of educational demand 
Although the purposes of economic and social development in 
Africa require greater investment in human resources governments do not 
have the funds to finance the development or even the maintenance of 
their school systems. This i s because education is highly subsidized, 
because the propcrtion of the t o t a l budget taken by education is 
already "nigh and because the unit costs of further expansion are 
l ikely to be greater than those of the earl ier phase. The danger of 
permitting further unquestioning expansion of education, in response 
to popular demand, under the present arrangements i s l ike ly to be the 
steady deterioration of f a c i l i t i e s , the demoralization of teachers and the 
ritualization and impoverishment of the learning process that is already 
evident in several countries and many schools. New ways of organizing 
resources and channelling demand are essential . 
One major part of the challenge is how to modify educational 
demand so .that i t accords more with social needs and what is f inancially 
feasible than i t has in the past. As already mentioned, the strength of 
educational demand is evidently not weakened by the growing failure of 
those who have been to school t o get the high paying jobs that they had 
hoped f o r . What sustains that demand is the fact that high rewires are — 
rigidly t ied to educational attainment and the Propensity of employers to 
consistently upgrade the qualif ications required for any given job 
level . So long as one type of formal schooling, with i t s associated 
examination structure, monopolizes, access to positions of prestige 
influence and wealth, demand for that type of education is unlikely to be 
altered by exhortation, curriculum change or the more provision of other 
types. Eventually, of course, educated unemployment may reach a 
magnitude where people w i l l begin to doubt the wisdom of their investment 
educati on. Until that point is reached, the only way to modify drmand is 
to a l t e r the incentive structure so as to bring private calculations of 
costs and benefits associated with education more closcly in l ine with 
social b e n e f i t s . ^ One way to do this is to transfer more of the cost 
of education from the State to the individual and to reduce tha pay 
di f ferent ia ls that are currently t ied to higher level qualifications. 
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2. New means of financing education ' 
Altering public sector salary structures as a means of modifying 
educational demand is fraught with po l i t ica l sensi t iv i ty , as - i t involves 
a self-denying ordinance on the part of c i v i l servants. Some African 
countries, most notably Tanzania and Zambia, have managed to do this 
but a more practicable approach to influencing the terms of demand and 
expanding the resource base for education is to seek new 'sources of 
finance and new patterns of financing. 
The opportunity, as well as challenge, is presented bv the 
fact that In most African countries the national education svstera is 
heavily subsidized by the State at .?11 levels . The evidence of rate of 
return studies suggests that primary education has relatively greater 
31 
social benefits than secondary and higher levels . The conclusion from this 
evidence i s that both equity and cost considerations point to the 
desirabil i ty of reducing the subsidies going to secondary and higher 
levels and channelling the resources saved towards primarv education. 
It is not yet clear which are the most practical means for meeting the 
shortfal l at the upper levels but both research and experimentation in 
different countries suggest that these are l ikely to include the imposition 
of fees , charges for accommodation and food, student loan programs, the 
development of private schools, and the involvement of the private sector 32 
in the provision of bursaries. One other method that has had a 
history of some success in several countries i s the development of 
productive act iv i t ies in schools, and especially farm production, as a 33 means of supplementing the diet and of fset t ing food costs. 
3. Improved Use of Existing Resources 
In addition to the reallocation of resources between levels and 
types of education, the use of proceeds from production and increased user 
contributions as a further means of expanding the resources available to 
education is to seek ways of raakinr more e f f i c i e n t use of existing 
f a c i l i t i e s . A variety of possible means of improving efficiency can be 
envisaged. They include economies of scale - through increasing class 
s i z e , enlarging student-teacher ratios and shi c t systems - the expansion 
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of day as opposed to boarding echools. the uEe of new technologies such 
as radio, the exploitation of alternative types of school such as Koranic 
schools, and modifications in the school calendar to accord with seasonal 
34 
changes. Although scattered examples of a l l these approaches can be 
found on the continent we •will have to wait further research evidence 
to know which offer the most promising lines for cost reduction that 
do not at the same time impair quality. 
4, The preservation and maintenance of quality 
Given what has been said about the harmful effect of expansion 
upon quality i t i s clear that cost reduction has to proceed with an 
eye to the effect on quality. Fortunately research and past 
experience provide some guide to inputs that can contribute to improved 
quality. The main general point to emerge from research findings is that 
factors inside the school—curriculum, f a c i l i t i e s , qualifications of 
teachers — are much more important determinants of student achievement 
thap. they are in the industrialized world where social background factors 
have more influence."^ What this means is that given the general 
poverty of most African class-rooms there is scope for quite simple 
36 ' 
interventions to have a disproportionate effect on quality. Research points 
to three factors that ape especially influential in their e f fect : 
measures that increase the morale a~.d knowledge of teachers, the provision of "57 
textbooks and examinations. Our knowledge about -'Other factors that 
might be expected to influence quality — the number of subjects 
st.'/ic-d, the length of the school day, the provision of school meals etc — 
is not yet sufficient to warrant definite conclusions. 
5. Deciding the content and form o f re levant education 
The massive expansion of education, especially at the primary 
level , has attenuated the link between schooling and jobs in the wage 
economy^ It has forced educational planners to re-examine the purpose 
of the basic cycie of education to see in what ways i t can be fashioned 
to anticipate the conditions of rural l i f e that most students will 
encounter. As the ratio of students to iob - opportunities has widened 
it has become correspondingly important to develop a new rationale for 
schooling, other than preparation for a paid iob. Thus anticipating s e l f -
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employment has become one of the most popular re-interpretations of the 
38 
purpose of schooling in Africa. Because s e l f or underemployment w i l l 
be the inevitable outcome for most primary students, and some secondary 
ones, the real purpose of schooling becomes preparation of the majority 
for unpaid work. The expectation i s not that schools can create se l f 
employment, any more than they could create paid jobs , but that ther 
tan improve the quality and variety of the s k i l l s that students bring 
to l i f e and work in their rural community. Three policy ideas have 
emerged from this wide-spread state of thinking among African 
educational planners: the concepts of terminal education vocationalizatior 
and productive school work. 
a) Terminality 
The recognition that most African youth w i l l , even If lucky, be 
exposed to no more than the basic cycle of primary education has 
strengthened the view that this education should be complete and 
terminal in i t s e l f . It should stress s k i l l s relevant to the terminating 
majority rather than future requirements for those continuing with 
secondary education. 
The major problem facing the implementation of this ideal i s 
tc decide which s k i l l s are most relevant to se l f employment in 
agriculture and petty training and which school subject can provide 
them. The purpose i s defined in such terms as the provision of 
"survival s k i l l s " and "basic competencies" but the fact is that we do 
not yet know which are the essential cognitive pre-requisites for 
39 
agricultural productivity and productive se l f employment. In the 
absence of this knowledge two equally questionable tendencies are evident 
in the ex^eriementation of African countries. One i s to expand the 
number of subjects on the school time table in the hope that broad 
coverage wi l l include items of relevance. The other is to increase the 
vocational and practical content of the curriculum in the expectation 
that this w i l l provide useful - ' " ' l i s and in some manner accustom '40 
students to the world of work. There is l i t t l e evidence to suggest that 
either of these responses is l ikely to provide the s k i l l s that wi l l be 
actually be useful to students. 
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Furthermore, the task of achieving terminal education is not 
simply a question of finding the right curriculum content and combination 
of subjects but the more fundamental one of de-linking primary and 
secondary schools in the minds of students and the general populace. As 
long as secondary education is the route out of rural poverty into the 
security of an..urban wage-paying job i t wil l be d i f f i c u l t for a notion 
of terminality to replace the lure of secondary education as the reason 
for being in primary school. 
b) School production 
In the search . for relevant schooling a significant number of 
African countries are becoming interested in wavs of integratin? productive 
41 
work act ivi t ies with the more academic aspects of the school timetable. 
Part of the rationale is the economic one, already mentioned, of recovering 
some costs through the sale o f produce or the production of food. 
Equally important, however, is the idea that placing productive 
act ivit ies in the school can help to ease the move from school to work 
by beginning the transition within the school. Schools in countries such 
as Tanzania and Botswana have been remarkably successful in producing 
food for school consumption and sale . However, the socialization goals 
of school production have proved less easy to achieve because cf the 
d i f f icul ty of reconciling the pedagogical and the economic aspects cf 
42 
productive work. 
c) Vocatio'nalization 
Perhaps the most common response of Ministries of Education 
to the widening gap between students and jobs i s an increasing emphasis 113 
cn the vocational side of education. This takes several forms and 
rationales. One form i s that of a parallel structure to the academic 
system, in which technical, agricultural, and industrial schools are 
established with the aim of providing intermediate level of s k i l l s for 
the wage economy. A second type has a pre-vocational rationale that 
treats vocational education as a compulsory core component cf the 
timetable and aims to encourage attitudes and competencies conducive to 
acquiring later employment s k i l l s . In a third type .vocational education 
occurs in non-formal post-primary training programs. 
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There i s a lone history to vocational education in Africa. It 
was a central aspect of colonial policy- received the f i l l i p of substantial 
commitment from post independence governments;, has been a central clank 
of much donor agency assistance and established i t s e l f in extensive and 
diverse training programs during the 1970s. Ironically the current 
derive towards vocationalization and technicalization is occurring 
at the same time that research evidence i s emerging to suggest grounds 
zm 
for caution before proceeding too unquestioninglv down this road. In 
the f i r s t place, i t is more expensive than general education and does 
not seem to achieve the economic and labor market goals that are sometimes 
claimed for i t . 
The important unresolved issues with regard to vocational 
education are i t s timing — at what stage in the school system should i t 
occur, i t s location — where should specialized training take place e .g . | 
in the school, on the job or in non formal sett ings , and the balance 
between education and specialized training. With regard to timing, i t -
seems to be the case that the later i t occurs the greater the eff iciency 
and f l e x i b i l i t y with which i t can be taught. It is d i f f i c u l t to be 
definitive on the second of these issues as we have limited 
understanding of 'what exactly students do learn in school and what 
constitutes relevant personal competencies in relation to la ter technical 
s k i l l s . However, there i s evidence to sugeest that on both cost and 
pedagogy grounds technical training is best undertaken outside and not 
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as part of general education. " It is clear that while there may be 
strong pol i t ica l grounds for emphasizing vocational education at a l l 
levels the economic grounds for doing so are weak. 
6. National versus local types of knowledge provision 
Efforts to increase educational relevance usually distinguish 
between two distinct types of knowledge and s k i l l as forming the content 
of basic education. In the f i r s t place, there are s k i l l s and knowledge 
which do need to be acquired universally and can be prescribed centrally. 
The acquisition of l i teracy and numeracy and a common level of po l i t ica l 
knowledge f a l l in this category. In a different category are a set 
of more specif ic s k i l l s which relate to the dominant economic act iv i t ies 
and opportunities of the local setting and of cultural understandings 
which determine the effectiveness with which local s k i l l s can be applied. 
These at the very l e a s t , i t is-argued, should be identif ied and 
i 
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implemented by the local community. In practice i t i s d i f f i c u l t to 
distinguish between the di f ferent types end consequently to decide how 
46 
much time should be allocated to each. 
• The ..dilemma of finding an appropriate balance between local 
and national learning needs can be i l lustrated by reference to the 
debates which surround the teaching of an international language in 
primary schools and over the proportion of time which ought to be 
devoted to practical and farm work in school. In most African 
countries an international language — English, French or Portuguese — 
is prescribed for a l l students, although for most i t is a second 
language and for many a third , and on the surface appears to be of 
s l ight immediate relevance for the rural l i f e that most wil l lead. 
I ts requirement imposes a substantial learning burden on young pupils 
and introduces the risk that the international language and the culture 
which i t embodies w i l l foster an external perspective and frame of 
reference inimical to the development of local ly relevant s k i l l s and 
a local f>ame of reference. On the other hand to abolish i t nould 
be to deprive the majority of students of access to an inestimable ' 
store of knowledge and medium of communication which have or may have 
long term-relevance to the eoals of improved rural development. 
I f the language question poses the danger that l inguist ic 
access to the outside world may-distract attention from local real i t ies 
and priorit ies an'emphasis on practical work and farm production can raise 
the opposite r i sk . Excessive concern to meet school p>oduction target 
or ass is t with community work may risk depriving students of the 
minimum amount of classroom time necessry for the acquisition of that 
basic platform of s k i l l s necessary for long term self-education ' and 
^contribution to rural development. The general dilemma is the external 
one of finding a balance in curriculum content and allocations which 
ensures that long-term intel lectual development is not sacrificed on 
beRalf of a spurious short term practical i ty . 
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7. The dilemma of decentralization 
The challenge of balancing local and national content in 
learning needs is mirrored in issues associated with the locus of 
47 
administrative responsibility for education. I t is one thing to 
acknowledge that community involvement in educational decision making 
requires the decentralization of educational administration and quite 
another to achieve an effective division of responsibility between center 
and region. The administration of education in most countries is 
highly centralized. The historical reasons for such centralization are 
well known. They include the early concentration on training high-
level manpower and relating this to national economic plans, a belief in 
the need for a uniform curriculum both to ensure minimum national 
Srandards and encourage desired socialization, and a view • of educational 
resources as political assets for judicious patronage^ The dilemma 
resides in the fact that effective educational reform seems to demand 
localization as an objective and centralization as a mechanism. Policies 
of decentralization and rural relevance in education require local 
participation, responsibility and control. On the other hand the desire 
for rapid and substantial structural change accompanied by broad-
based socialization requires strong central prescription and control of 
the process. 
8. Utilising the power of examinations 
Fortunately Ministries have, in examinations, an instrument that 
provides a means of central control and direction and an opportunity to 
monitor quality-while at the same time encouraging the development of 
locally relevant self-employment skills and knowledge. In most African 
countries national examinations at each stage of the schooling ladder 
create a situation in which many are called and few are chosen^ In 
education systems where opportunities decrease sharply with each successive 
stage, and where there are a small number of wage paying jobs, it is 
neGessary to have a clear method' of selecting the few who will proceed. 
That this should be a national examination system is inevitable in a 
pluralistic context where i t is essential to have a selection procedure 
that appears to be "objective". Part of the importance of examinations 
l ies in their selective function. In resource-poor countries i t is 
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important that those selected for further education and training are those 
who are'best equipped to make good use of i t . The widespread variation 
in academic performance at secondary and university levels suggests 
that there i s scope for improvement in the predictive and allocative 
tfficiency of examinations. At the same time the experience of 
countries that have tried to replace examinations by systems of continuous 
assessment or principal's'recommendation suggests that they may. be even less 
e f f ic ient at identifying and promoting talent-on an eauitable basis 
48 than examinations. 
One of the diff icult " . - ! - -of trying to improve quality stems from 
the fact that school systems have the task of both educating everyone 
and selecting a few for desirable positions in the society. The two 
factors do not inevitably have to go together — in the USA for example 
they are largely separate — but where they do, as in most places in 
Africa, the selection function tends to dominate the educational 
task of the schools. What is taught is heavily influenced by what i s 
contained in the examination rather than by the nominal syllabus or the 
broad ideals of the society. However, the very power of the examination 
over the behaviour of teachers and pupils provides an opportunity to use 
i t for influencing what is taught in a positive fashion. In this 
connection, major examination reform in Kenya over the psst ten years 
provides an interesting example of an attempt to use an e l i t i s t . 
selection device to influence the learning of s k i l l s relevant to the 
. . . . 49 majority who wi l l not be selected for e l i t e positions. 
The essence of the reform has been a s h i f t from an examination 
testing a body of knowledge that anticipates secondary school curriculum 
to one that attempts to test some of the "terminal s k i l l s " that are 
believed to be relevant to the kind of se l f employment in agriculture 
and petty trade that wil l be the lo t of most primary school leavers. 
Thus where previously the examination call for the memorization and 
reproduction of a vast array of obscure facts in history, geography and 
general science i t now, in many of the questions, provides a l l the facts 
that are required. These frequently have to do with situations and 
experiences that are directly relevant to "rural l i f e . The t e s t then 
aims to e l i c i t answers that depend upon inference, reasoning and 
imagination related' to these facts . 
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The most v i s i b l e function of the new kind of examinations indeed 
remains that of selecting for further schooling. However, this is no 
longer i ts main purpose which is to encourage the teaching of "survival " 
s k i l l s among a l l primary students. As a result the main work of 
those responsible for examinations has l i t t l e to do with the 
selection of primary students - which is a relatively automatic 
process, determined by the machine processed scores — a n d much r : " 
to do with the analysis of the scores of those who are not selected 
and the search for ways of improving general performance. Because the 
examination is a standardized national t e s t i t can be used for 
important diagnostic and monitoring purposes both over time and 
between areas. Thus by means of careful item-analysis i t is possible 
to ascertain which concepts and s k i l l s are being mastered by most 
pupils and which present d i f f i c u l t y . It is used to identify which 
teachers are especially e f f e c t i v e in passing on d i f f i c u l t s k i l l s 
and which schools are cheating I Thus capacity for analysis and 
diagnosis i s complemented by a set of feedback procedures for schools 
and teachers. For example an annual booklet identifying the particular 
areas of d i f f i c u l t y and needed further work, as revealed by the 
examination, is sent to a l l schools and similar booklets are prepared 
for teachers in the dif ferent subject areas. 
The important general point i l lustrated by this example 
from Kenya is that i t is possible to use an examination not only for 
identifying an e l i t e through selection but also for developing 
s k i l l s and competencies among the general school-going population. 
It i s possible to focus attention on curriculum content relevant to a 
•terminal primary education irrespective of the strength of individual 
motivations concerning the des irabi l i ty of secondary education. 
Thus in Kenya examinations provide a means of defining, encouraging 
and evaluating quality and as primary school enrollments expands i t 
would seem to be a device with similar u t i l i t y ' o.lpevhere. 
9 . 
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African education faces a major tension asiociated with the need 
to be responsive, on the one hand, to the historical circirmstances and 
developmental needs of the mass of i t s people and, on the other, to main-
tain and encourage standards that are internationally acceptable. The 
problem arises from the fact that the idea of education, which African 
countries are trying to harness for the cause of development, i s an imported 
one which despite major'changes s t i l l retains in it? content, structure and 
ethos many of the distinguishing features of the original model. However, 
these familiar residual features are less significant in themselves than the 
question of the extent to which education system's cc the continent need to 
be based on a structure of international standards. 
The issue is encountered at every stage s^ the education system. 
I t is met, for example, in the question cf whether an international language 
should be the medium of instruction in primary schools and whether the 
content, sequence and organization of schooling should, of necessity, 
parallel practices in other countries. I t is encountered, perhaps most 
acutely, at the university level in decisions about what precise structures 
and practices are appropriate to the national role of universities and what 
is universal about universities."*^ 
An added dimension of the tension has arisen fi'om the fact 
that the United States has, in recent years, replaced Britain and France 
as the automatic reference point of international standards. American 
support for tertiary level training and research in Africa has not only 
dispelled the early suspicion about American education that existed at the 
time of independence but- has le t to widespread emulation of American 
practice in such matters as recruitment, promotion and departmental 
organization in African universities . One awkward outcome of this has been 
to pave the way for the mobility of the educated. Although economic and 
pol i t ica l conditions in the continent have created a 'push' factor the 
maintenance of the currency of American qualifications ha; created the 
conditions for the eventual migration of the educated population in f ie lds 
of international demand. A brain drain phenomenon i:; no-j observable from 
Ghana, Uganda, Tanzania, and Zaire to name only the most obvious cases. This 
is an indirect transfer of human resources out of tne African continent and 
means, in the home countries, the non-availability of essential s k i l l s and 
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continued dependence upon imported manpower which can only be acauired at 
a premium.' 
The debate about the internationalism of African education has 
been clouded by polar perspectives. One view argues that, whether 
international standards are a product or a cause of the technological 
growth of the industrial world, for dealing with i t on a basis .of 
equality and for benefitting from what i t has to o f f e r . The opposite 
extreme is the view that to aspire to elusive foreign standards i t to 
perpetuate Africa 's cultural and technological dependency and to 
ignore the needs of the majority of the African people. 
In real i ty this is not an "e i ther-or " situation. Some 
educational practices and objectives — particularly those involving 
a technology of research and teaching in say language, science and 
engineering — do indeed seem to be universally applicable and useful . 
Others, such as the western concept of medical qualif ications, for 
example, may have less relevance to African circumstances and 
requirements. The dilemma is what to borrow in the l ight of 
associated costs. The interdependencv of the countries of the world 
in areas such as science and technology cal l for the internationalization 
of education. Isolationism in education at this historical juncture 
cannot be Africa 's creed. The challenge is how to develop a cadre 
of s c i e n t i t s t s , professionals, researchers and managers who re f lect 
the best s k i l l s that international training has to o f fer but who at the 
same time are committed to the development of their own societ ies . 
10. The Role of Universities in Poor Countries 
Much of the debate about relevance and development in education 
has revolved around the appropriate role for universities in Africa. 
During the 1970s African universities were subject to powerful 
expectations frou national leaders and international agencies about their 
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task in national development. These expectations stressed the 
singular responsibility of the university for serving i ts society in 
direct , immediate, and practical ways that would improve the well 
being -of national populations. 
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The response of the universities to this clarion c a l l for the 
assumption of expanded social responsibil ity and policy relevance 
differed from place to place. With varying degrees of imagination and 
conviction, African universities embarked on experiments designed to enhance 
the social relevance of what they were doing. Areas of change included: 
the search for closer links with government and policy making, an 
emphasis upon meeting manpower needs through vocational and professional 
courses, other kinds of curriculum change stressing attention to 
particular national problems, broader admission p o l i c i e s , work-studv programs, 
new financial arrangements and sustained e f for ts to bring research and 
teaching into l ine with national circumstances. 
Despite a l l these e f for ts i t was clear by the beginning of the 
19 80s that nowhere had a compelling model of a relevant or "developmental" 
university emerged, to demand emulation across the continent, and that 
universities in general were in financial and p o l i t i c a l trouble. 
Criticism gained momentum on the grounds that they were not justifying theirr 
high costs in either a corresponding contribution to the improved well-
being of their people or the transformation of their societ ies . 
Adherence to the metropolitan model from which they had sprung was seen 
to be inhibiting their abi l i ty to respond to the needs of their own 
society leaving them as islands of unbecoming detachment.in a sea of 
povertv. Critics pointed tc such characteristics as their disciplinary 
structures, specialized degree courses, e l i t i s t ethos, academic pre-
occupations, international pretensions,' their apparent inability 
to find new ways of serving more people and their fa i lure to 
ii- 53 integrate" with other institutions in society. 
As cost benefit analyses showed relat ively greater returns 
to other forms of education, the tide of technical assistance turned 
against universities and towards primary, secondary, and technical 
education as better means of bringing tangible returns to the society. 
At the'same time the expansion of lower levels of education led to irresistab 
pressure for more places at the university which, in turn, produced 
overcrowding and the inevitable dilution of quality. Government pressure 
on universities to emphasize vocational and professional courses ran UP 
against university concerns about autonomy and scholarship and, in face 
of the increasing incidence of student dissension, insistence on higher 
I 
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levels of political conformity and on involvement in -university decision-
making has brought ever greater levels of staff demoralization. This 
was further exacerbated byyfinancial pressures which kept salaries 
at a declining value and in many cases deprived universities of the verv 
tools of their existence such as books, journals and paper. 
I t is clear with the benefit of hindsight that the expectations 
about how universities night transform their societies were inflated and 
misplaced. For most of the 19 70s the newly established universities were 
preoccupied with the internal task of institution-building and were in no 
position to. address complex developmental task. At the same time i t is 
evident that universities are not the most appropriate institutions for 
providing vocational training or leadership in development projects. 
We have tended to lose sight of the contribution which universities 
have actually made, because they have been judged less by their actual 
achievements that by their failure to realize a set of powerful pre-
conceptions tha may had limited applicability in the f i r s t place. 
Because university energies have been channelled towards activities which 
they were not always well equipped to carry out, we are in some danger 
in 1985 of losing sight of the things which universities can usefully do in ti 
remaining years of the century. 
• . i 
The main achievement of African universities has been to establish 
their legitimacy as valued institutions. This has been done by improving 
the relevance of teaching and research to the national environment and 
by training their own s t a f f . The curriculum, from being based largely on 
imported texts and theories, has , now developed a degree of autonomy which 
provides i ts own momentum. Research from being a foreign-dominated activity 
is now an integral part of the university purpose. It is only now that 
questions of staffing and institutional identity have been settled that 
the universities are in a position to assert a developmental role based 
on committment, conviction and consensus rather than as an art i f ical 
response to external expectations whether from government or international 
agencies. The challenge of the 1980s for the universities is to convince 
their governments and national populace that their contribution to 
• 
development l ies not simply in the extent to which they can meet manpower 
projections but also in their demonstration that, above a l l else, the 
process pf development in Africa requires the kind of trained minds and 
thinking citizenry that universities are uniquely equipped to promote. 
Political pressure upon universities to produce technical and intellectual 
conformists leads to the s e l f - f u l f i l l i n g conviction that thay are 
— — 
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dispensable, because other institutions can do this more e f f ic ient ly . 
The role which universities themselves are beginning to assert is that 
their concern with development should stress the production of knowledge, 
values and understanding and constructive sel f criticism. That no 
claims are being made for the the transformation of society does 
not necessarily signal a retreat from national purpose or from service 
to the-community, but rather is an autonomous recognition of what the 
uniquely developmental role of the universities in Africa can be. 
.donor . . . 
The challenge to/ agencies i s to support this purpose. 
Universities in Africa are languishing for want of resources. For 
all of their problems they remain the principal means by which the 
continent can regenerate its scientif ic and prefessional expertise. 
They are also one cf the few havens of reflection and crit ical thought 
in Africa. Donor agencies helped to bring them into being and i t 
ill-behoves those from societies where universities are part of the 
national fabric to conclude, on the basis of their brief history, that 
similar institutions in Africa are irrelevant luxuries. To do so is 
to condemn the continent to perpetual intellectual dependency. 
VII RESEARCH OH EDUCATION 
Implicit in much of what has been said is a need for more and 
better research on education and improved research organization. This 
section examines some of the structural issues associated with this 
purpose and suggests some research priorities . 
!• Inst itutional Development 
From the standpoint of research the most important institutional 
development in the last ten years has been that of the universities that 
have just been described. Despite notable travails in some cases, and 
the need for constant refurbishment, they have in the major countries 
of the region developed to the point where thev are a significant 
resource and source of expertise. 
Associated with the emergence of universities has come the 
development c-f national research units in governments and parastatal 
organizations, including research and evaluation units in Ministries of 
Education, Central Statistical Bureaux and National Councils of Science 
and Technology. The emergence of these research institutions has been 
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followed in several countries bv the formation of national educational 
research associations as i s the case, for example, in Nigeria, Ghana, 
the BLS countries, Kenya and Tanzania. 
An important outgrowth of the national institutions i s the 
spread of regional networks for research on education such as i s 
exemplified in East Africa by the East African Research Review Advisory 
Group (PRAG). In l ine with the original PRAG concept a group consisting 
of the region's leading educational researchers meet periodically 
to commission reviews of research - focussing both on s ignif icant 
substantive themes and issues of methodology. A major part of the 
aim is to identify and assess research that is not generally accessible 
in international publications and, in so doing, to help to correct the 
imbalance between north and the south in the research output on 
African education. 
Another important institutional development has been the 
increasing interest of a variety of non-governmental organizations in 
establishing an improved research base for their work in education and 
rural development. Host notable are religious and womens organizations 
of various types. 
Some important pieces of research have been produced by the 
various institutions mentioned, and they can help to guide assistance 
strategies. In Kenya, for example, the development of an education 
information system at the Central Bureau of Stat ist ics has created a 
data-gathering capability that provides the .basis both for the general 
allocation of resources and also for long term analytical work. There 
•are, in short, some established inst i tut ions , some talented researchers 
and an embryonic research capability that needs to be more f u l l y ut i l ized 
in the development of educational policv bv both governments and 
international agencies al ike . 
However, the vigor and depth of the research infrastructure 
should not be overstated and some significant problems remain for 
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attention. While there are some examples of good work, these are 
surrounded by a great deal of poor research, especially that which emanates 
from the education departments of colleges and universit ies . The 
small number of very able researchers tend to be scattered among di f ferent 
institutions which 'consequently lack depth in their overall research 
capability. Thirdly, educational research has been beset by isolationsisi.is 
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and t e r r i t o r i a l i t y . Researchers have shown l i t t l e inclination to move 
beyond issues of the internal eff iciency of education systems. Thus links 
between the "education research units and corresponding institutions in 
community health, agriculture 'and population are virtually non ' 
existent. Part of the problem stems from a historical tradition of 
educational research that has centered on the narrow issues of 
classroom pedagogy to the neglect of the broader issues of the- •—-••• 
relationships between education and development purposes. There thus 
remains an overriding general need to strengthen local institutional capacity 
for research and analysis in education. There i s an urgent need for 
better research and research which is. focussed or the relationships 
between education and different aspects of economic and social 
development. 
2. Donor Support 
Considering the amount of public and external funds that are 
being devoted to education the proportion of total resources devoted to 
research, beyond project evaluation, and to research training-is 
miniscule. In the case of training there has been a decline in external 
support for Fn.D. level work overseas which can only have a harmful 
effect on the abi l i ty of the educational research community to regenerate 
i t s e l f . However, a recent development that will help'to strengthen the 
research infrastructure in Africa is intensified USAID interest in 
education and training. This interest is described in the AID Policy 
Paper and in the strategy paper for the Africa region "Basic Education 
and Technical Training" which identif ies several act iv i t ies as 
funda-nental to the extension and improvement of basic education in the 
Africa context. Among them ere the " institutionalization and long 
range improvement of the indigenous information base and the 
strengthening of LDC capability for analysis, resource allocation and 
policy determination" . " Particular relevance i s placed upon sector 
analysis "a multi year collaborative project aimed at strengthening LDC 
capabilities in data col lection, processing, analysis, policy 
formulation and management, as well as providing findings of immediate 
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u t i l i t y for policy" . A concrete manifestation of USAID intentions is 
<a recently announced ten year project aimed at improving the eff iciency 
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of education and training systems in f ive African countries (Niger, 
Somalia, Liberia, Eotswana and Cameroon). The project w i l l support 
research, planning and analysis of education, wil l build host country 
capacity to undertake these activities and wil l focus i n i t i a l l y on the 
formal primary system. The project is honing to develop a t 
network for both information exchange and cooperation with other 
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agencies. 
• _ One other organizational activity among donor agencies 
i s worth mentioning in connection with the development and u t i l i z a t i o n 
of research on education in Africa. This is the International Working Group 
Education (formerly Bellagio Group) which annually brings together 
the representatives of the main donor agencies supporting work on 
education. The meetings have generally been informal in s ty le and have 
provided an opportunity fbr general exchanges of information and ideas, 
for concentrated attention to particular themes of interest e . g . 
l i teracy , the financing of education, and basic education were the themes 
of the las t three meeting-and reports on particular projects . During' 
the past three years the composition has changed with the addition of 
"new" donors — particularly the Scandinavians, Dutch and Germans — and 
increased participation by African educationists. Meanwhile the 
leadership has been taken over by the International Inst i tute for 
Educational Planning in -'Paris and the group remains one of the most 
useful available forums of coordination for agencies working in the f i e l d 
of education. 
3. ' Research Priorities 
Given the existence of a network of research institutions 
within Africa and the re-awakening of donor interest in research the 
opportunity now exists for some sustained attention to issues of common 
concern to the countries of the continent. 
One of the most important research topics concerns the 
relationships between education and agricultural productivity and other 
developmental indicators such as health, nutrition and f e r t i l i t y . We 
now know that education is associated with a variety of developmentally 
| 
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relevant behaviors. What remains unclear are the mechanisms that aecount 
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for the impact of education on economic and social development. 
The c r i t i c a l -'next step is to c lar i fy how the internal processes of 
schooling affect an individual 's later abi l i ty to adapt to the 
technological requirements of agriculture, health and other 
development domains. In the view of one well placed observer these 
relationships constitute the cr i t ica l "missing l ink" on which 
educational research should concentrated for the next decade.6^ 
A second cluster of urgent research questions are those that 
bear on.women's education", the impediments to i t and the consequences for 
development. The importance of accelerating the education of g ir l s 
is har£ly debatable but i t has not happened, and a research program 
to examine why, ana t o lay out. the dimensions of the problem in 
different set t ings , i s long overdue. 
Other topics for research attention stem from our earlier 
analysis. They include investigation into alternative methods of 
financing education; improved use -of f a c i l i t i e s and resources at the 
primary l e v e l ; the optimum location of specialized and vocational 
training, and the oontent and process of s c i e n t i f i c understanding in 
rural sett ings . 
It is not d i f f i c u l t " to alight upon a l i s t of s ignif icant 
tdpics for research attention. The d i f f i c u l t y i s one of implementation 
and arises from the fact that some of the most important research that 
links education to development impact requires a cross disciplinary 
approach which is not encouraged by prevailing institutional structures. 
At the —same t ine there are l imits to the extent that an external 
agency in particular can establish entirely new kinds i of 
institution. The practical questions are thus how a new research approach 
can be fostered, where i t might be located and how organized. 
The kinds of organizations that have chosen to concern 
themselves with the cross cutting issues of education and development are 
international development banks, and development agencies. Tnere are no 
obvious, national analogues to these institutions. The nearest type of 
institution with a broad developmental mandate and multi disciplinary 
expertise i s +ht> university and, eai<oc"jall-r tlvr^ rupV, it.-. devc-Jrum.eirt. studies 
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units , i t represents -the best bet for a coordinated approach. 
Alternatively, one might want to think in terms of new models such 
a non-profit consulting companies, dr the kind of non government 
research centers that have grown up in Latin America. 
VIII STRATEGIES FOR ACTION: THE ROLE OF NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS 
In 1962, when most African countries were undergoing the 
transition from colonialism to p o l i t i c a l independence, the renowned 
French agronomist, Rene Dumont, wrote in his book False Start' in Africa 
that "there are no magical solutions, including socialism that wil l 
relieve Africa 'of the hard work necessary to null herself out of 
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underdevelopment" . In 19 85, these words sound even more timely when 
we consider the c r i s i s that Africa faces and the disastrous outcomes of 
the few experimenfs in African socialism. The magical solutions that 
fai led to pull Africa out of underdevelopment in the s ixt ies and 
seventies were mainly plans articulated and implemented by national 
governments which have led to many being replaced by military coups. 
Yet despite these s set-backs national governments remain the prime 
movers in the theatre of African development. Thev are particularly 
c r i t i c a l for the development education, because their views and 
decisions net only shape the direction, ut i l isat ion and management 
of available resources, but also determine the parameters for action 
by others, such as local communities, non government agencies and donors. 
Issues such as the school curriculum, the distribution of educational 
^sources and opportunities, selection procedures, cert i f icat ion and who 
qualif ies to teach are a l l set and controlled by the state through i ts 
l e g a l , po l i t ica l and administrative machinery. Even though governments 
are becoming over-stretched, and local communities and parents are taking 
an ever-increasing burden of educational financing the state remains 
the determining factor in the operation o-F educational systems. In this 
context several emphases and strategies seem urgent. 
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1. Improved planning and management 
£iven the central role of the state in the direction of education, 
.urgent . . . 
one of the most 1 priorities of national governments is to improve 
the-management and administration "of "Ministries of Education themselves.-
Part of the task involves the-exploitation of available technologies — 
more ef f ic ient information systems, better use of research and" so forth — 
that 'wi l l achieve improved utilization of available f a c i l i t i e s . Even 
more important i s the human resource -side of management wh-ieh ' is 
currentlyriiaracterized by a-oervasive disregard f c r professional 
knowledge, unplanned and-ill-informed interventions, expenditures 
without justi f iable , benefits , arbitrary s t a f f transfers and a., . 
consequent instabi l i ty in the system as a whole. Improved" ut i l izat ion 
of. human, resources for increased professionalism in Ministries requires 
fueh strategies as a decision-makinp- system that encourages 
participation and-a reward-system that encourages committment on the 
'part of professional s t a f f . 
2. Strengthening the morale of the teaching profession 
- At -Ae school level i t is rlear that the~'auality of management 
has a significant impact on student and teacher motivation and hence on 
academif. performance. Reeruitment, salary and promotion policies that 
encourage the selection training and rewarding of the most capable 
administrators and teachers, end inservi«e" training measures that 
permit their • constant refurbishment, can go a long way to improving the 
duality of edueation through strengthening -teacher morale even where 
finances are scarce. Such measures ..need to be coupled with others that 
Irrengthen the sense of tea»her accountability to parents, -their' 
community and Ministry o f f i c i a l s . Where morale i s high, and «.o«i»itment 
is et*onc,"inspection and supervision is l ike ly to lead to increased 
eff iciency and accountability. 
Planning" for quality 
In the las t two and a half decades Ministries of Edueation 
have been preoccupied with problems of quantitative expansion - managing 
increased enrolments, shortage of tea«hers, esealatinr •os-ta and so 
forth. With the current rate of population increase on the continent 
the demand for education will intensify and the pressures increase to the 
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point where concern for quality i s l i k e l y to be treated as a secondary 
issues. However, if the current trend towards disillusionment with 
the state system and the emergence of a dual structures i s not to 
.become irreversible Ministries must take deliberate measures 1:0 ensure the 
quality cf educational output and strengthen the conditions that^ 
promote,ajid increase high standards at strategic-points within the 
public- system. .. . . 
4. Appreciation of the interaction and interlinkages between 
education and other societal institutions 
Increasing demand for education creates an intensified pressure 
upon governments to devote.resources to education at the expense of the 
other ^productive sectors of the economy. The expansion of education needs 
to be placed in the context of increased food production and employment 
creation. This is not simply a matter of balancing the allocation of . . . 
resources between di f ferent sectors but of increased commitment to 
understanding and fostering those ty^es of education that have a 
demonstrated impact upon productive behavior in dif ferent domains 
of development. At the present state of knowledge about the "missing 
l ink" between education' and development this rrobablv means 
...concentrating on basic general education rather than pursuing the 
chimeras of " i n d u s t r i a l " , "agricultural " or "vocational" types of 
education at the primary l e v e l . - » • ' • • - -
5. Encourage a l t e r n a t i v e v o i c e s , views and s e l f c r i t i c i s m within 
• * ' ="cr5 . -•.. . ; — — — n— r . . . . . . . : 
the education system 
' • • • - • • - - - - » • » . . . . . . , 
African education has often suffered because of "a lack of 
» . 
organized alternative views to the dominant government voice. Vigorous 
debates en educational policies and principles are important for " 
the development of sound strategies ahd recuire the encouragement and 
- - » - ' - : . ' - . . » •. 
involvement of relevant interest groups , including teachers Unions, 
parent associations, womens grouns and student associations. Here we are 
calling for increased democratization within the education system, 
but are well aware that this cannot/poon in schools or education 
systems i f i t i s absent in the society as whole. Despite what has been sai 
about the continued paramountcy cf the government in the Sirection of educai 
part of the idea of encouraging alternative views i s to also provide some 
• » -.-' « - . • . . . .. . . . . . scope for alternative ini t iat ives and exreriements by non government and 
community organizations. 
C W M 
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6, Preventing the emigration of scarce talent 
African governments today have a more qualified pool professional 
talent, that can be harnessed for improving education, than they, had in an 
earlier era. However, policies in hiring, promoting, training and 
utilizing this scarce resource often leads professionals to seek 
opportunities outside their country. Discriminating measures to 
identify and encourage high level professionals need to receive more 
attention than is currently the case. 
7. The political priority 
The quality of governance is central to the likeli-hood of 
improved educational performance. The challenge is to encourage 
governments to take a hard look at the systems thev have been operating 
and managing for the last twenty years and to explore ways of making 
them more quality-oriented and rewardinc to teachers as well as puoils. 
Tinancial stringency often tends tc deter change but much can be 
achieved without inccurring additional expenditure and, indeed in our view, 
the changes that can be most effective are those concerned with improved 
pc-rformence of existing practice rather than a radical transformation 
of existing structures. 
However, i t is easy to propose remedies for evident problems 
but dif f icult to bring about the chances in behavior based on social 
volues that, in the. final analysis, will determine whether even 
iraightforward remedies can be implemented. As williams has made clear 
the challenge is primarily a political one: 
"African societies and cultures contain in abundance energies 
and creativity. The task is to try to release them in 
the interest of children and the schools. How can one strengthen 
the perception o f , and commitment to, the public good as c 
counterbalance to the deeply-rooted web of personal and 
social obligations to particular croups of kin, fellow 
tribesmen, clansmen or community neighbors^ How can one ensure 
that the state, the government, the school are regarded as 
'our' state, 'our' government, 'our' school instead cf a 
source of patronage power and resource for advancement of 
private networks of social relations? While educational 
professionals have an important role to play, this task 
is one primarily for the national political leadership. 
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Exhortation is not a suf f ic ient answer. I t has been 
tried and wil l be t r ied , but has limited e f f e c t . 
Personal example has more e f f e c t . But beyond 
personal example one needs to create systems 
of management and incetitives which return to 
communities, teachers, parents and studentsg^ 
greater control over the education process" 
IX STRATEGIES FOR ACTION: LESSONS AND PRIORITIES FOR INTERNATIONAL 
ASSISTANCE 
The fwo most important strategies for the future of education in 
Africa l i e outside education i t s e l f . These are the reduction of the rate 
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of population increase and the revitalization of African economies. 
However, improving the quality and coverage of education can contribute to 
these strategies in a process of mutual reinforcement. As the previous 
section made clear, the responsibility for creating the conditions 
that can enable education to contribute to the accelerated development 
cf sub-Saharan Africa l i e s in the last resort' with national government. 
International assistance agencies can support the emergence of these 
conditions and their abi l i ty to do so depends on a willingness to take 
account of their own past experience and to identify clear pr ior i t ies . 
1. Taking account o f h i s t o r i c a l exper ience 
The most obvious general lesson for donor agencies, thinking 
about innovation and strategies for the future, is the need to take 
cognizance of what has been tried in the past. Africa has a sorry history cf 
educational innovations that were highly touted at the time of their 
inauguration and are now commemorated in broken radios, missing b a t t e r i e s , 
dust-covered science k i t s , immoveable tractors, unworkable lathes and 
forgotten syl labi . There i s an important review task waiting to be done 
•in the form of histories of specif ic innovations — "Radio learning 
revisited" or "What ever happened to Community Education^',' 
"Agricultural secondary schools" or "Diversified curricula?" 
The recent World Bank review, Basic Education and Agricultural Extension, 
is an important and salutary reminder of the need to take account of 
historical experience.^1* 
m m m m m m B r n 
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2 Understanding the limits of technology 
If we have learned anything about the development process in the 
la-t twenty years, i t is that technological chance is rarely itself a 
complete solution. It sets off other changes and has social, cultural 
and eccnomic effects. Education is critical in ameliorating the non 
technical aspects of technological chance although education itself 
s:ems to be infertile terrain for technological interventions. 
Andersons's dictum cf ten years ago — that "the educational process is 
unlikely to experience a major technological breakthrough" — has been 
confirmed by donor experience since then.°3 For reasons spelled out 
recently by C.E. Beeby, improvements in education are more likely to 
occur as a result of incremental increases in understanding rather than 
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from a sudden technological discovery. 'It is just possible that 
technological chance-micro-computers, TV; radio, etc. - will produce the rrv* c1 ^  T^  . m 
educational equivalent of the/ ' r e v o l u t i o n but there is l i t t l e to 
suggest that we should concentrate our efforts on seeking i t . 
3. Lone term committment and a broad-gauged strategy 
The inclination to seek a dramatic breakthrough has meSn that, 
I 
historically, education has been notable for swipes of fashion and cycles 
of attention. Higher education came into fashion in the 1350s, went out in 
the late 1970s and may now be on the verge of return as an object of 
dc.nor interest. Emphases such as lifelong learning, non-formal 
education, community education centers, education and production, etc. have 
come end gone with bewildering and unwarranted rapidity. What is 
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illustrated is a tendency to treat' the ^art as the whole. Some specific 
emphasis or technology —'textbooks, micro teaching, or radio learning — 
is seen as the key to better education, and other factors are ignored. 
When the chosen factor fa i ls to achieve- what was expected, attention shifts to 
another element that is not yet discredited. The corollary within the 
agency is for the broad problem of the African country to become defined 
m terms of the narrow administrative category in which the agency 
organizes itself to address i t . The agency then becomes captive of its 
own labels in how it approaches a problem. Avoiding this construction 
requires a broad-gauged strategy of what one is trying to do and an 
under-pinning institutional philosophy. Such an approach demonstrates long-
term commitment, permits f lexibi l i ty within a framework and offers a 
coherent image to prospective beneficiaries of assistance as to what the 
program is . The recent moves of USAID, CIDA and the Carnegie Corporation 
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in the direction of declared long-term strategies under the rubric of 
Human Resource Development re f lect the recognition of the need to get 
away from some of the piecemeal approaches of the p a s t . ^ 
4. Building on local incentive structures 
Expensive experience has brought substantial recognition that 
education systems do not exist in a vacuum, making them open to easy 
manipulation in the direction of wholesale change. Rather, they are 
embedded in a web of values, interests and institutional relationshins. 
As agencies think about new forms of research and training, the need 
to take account of what exists in the form of prevailing institutions , 
cultural styles and incentive systems is now an art ic le of fa i th . - It is 
not always honored in practice because freauentlv the prevailing 
circumstances and local r e a l i t i e s suggest em'.,- ases and act iv i t ies that 
do not appear optimum or even desirable when looked at from the outside. 
The history of non-formal education and of examinations provide examples 
of this point. For much cf the 1970s non formal educational activitic-s 
were viewed from outside the -continent: as a way of offering 
re lat ively cheap and more rapid means of "delivering" education, 
and substantial aid resources were devoted to this assumption. Yet 
within Africa there Is l i t t l e to suggest, from research or experience, 
that these act iv i t ies are a r e a l i s t i c alternative to formal education 
although they may well be a useful supplement to primary education. 
The primary school remains the principal means "of providing l i teracy , 
numeracy and the other purposes of basic education. Thus from an agency 
standpoint, there i s a higher probability of extensive impact i f 
reforms are directed towards the existing primary school system than 
in the search for an alternative institutions or technology. 
Another example, of the benefits of building upon existing 
incentive structures i s provided by the history of - examinations in 
Africa. Looked at from the USA, or from the perspective of Dore's 
influential Diploma Disease, examinations would not appear to be a 
very relevant vehicle for donor agencies trying to ass is t improvements 
in the content and relevance of basic education.^ Yet, in Africa as we 
have shown, examinations are a central Part of the incentives structure 
and w i l l remain so for the fores cable future. Because of their 
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"backwash" e f fect , they have an immense influence on what happens in 
schools. Agency attention to strengthening national examination 
councils in Africa, their ability to develop effective and relevant 
examinations could have a significant impact upon the quality of 
education in Africa. The general point illustrated by these examples 
is that reform has most chance of success when i t starts from what 
exists and what is influential In the prevailing educational context. 
5. Balancing national and regional concentration 
Another lesson from the past in institutional development is 
that national institutions for research and training fate better than 
regional ones. With one or two notable exceptions, the experience 
of donors has been that while economies of scale mav frequently point in 
the direction of regional centers of excellence they have tended to be 
extraordinarily di f f icult to sustain in the face of problems of 
coordination and national sensitivity. However, the relatively greater 
strength of a national over regional institutions should not obscure the 
importance of seeking ways to foster regional interchange. Especially 
needed in the f ie ld of education is some focussed research and, in 
general, the creation of networks that can be a means for sharing regional 
experience. 
8- Greater attention to implications of aid for the system as a whole 
In an earlier section we drew attention to some of the problems 
associated with the multiplicity of aid-supported and often semi-
autonoroous projects in the field of education. The need is to get beyond 
the ritualist ic commitment to replication and to build a concern for 
system-impact into ini t ia l project designs. This calls for some hard 
thinking about the long term consequences of a given aid activity 
including, in particular, the recurrent-cost implications. More 
broadly i t may require new ways of organizing projects so that lessons about 
generalizability are gained from the prject experience. 
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7. Local institutional research and training capabilities 
In the past, some donor agencies have tended to focus on the 
product of assistance — a well — prepared plan, a convincing 
evaluation, a well — constructed building, solid materials or an elegant 
curriculum — than on the process from which these products emerged. 
There is now increased acknowledgement of the importance of naying 
attention to the empirical and analytical bases for policies and -the 
genEral problem-solving process that is brought to bear • upon 
educational issues. The kind of research and training that can 
improve understanding of educational problems requires above ai l else 
the development of strong national and regional research institutions. 
There are several reasons why strong local institutional 
capability for analysis and research is a prerequisite for effective 
reform and a priority in any assistance strategy. One is the 
relatively greater likelihood of local institutions being sensitive 
to the nature of a problem, its context and the likely consequences of 
proposed reforms. The more important point, however, has to do with 
the imDerative of reducing the sense of dependence that currently 
inhibits self-motivated reform in Africa. The drive for s e l f -
sufficiency and autonomy is in i tsel f an impetus to development but 
a degree of achieved self-awareness and self-confidence is a prior t 
necessity for effective educational reform. People need, to recognize 
and understand a problem in their own terms before they will be 
willing to do something about i t . 
The continuing importance of this point stems from the 
increasing prominence of aid in educational as In other forms of development 
assistance. The World Bank for example dominates large-scale educational 
policy and practice in many African countries. Some of the results of aid 
have been constructive, cithers less so. The point, however, is that in 
either "case local policy-makers go along with these plans with .varying 
degrfces of oonviction and commitment; The continuing need'is for a degree 
of local capacity in research policy and management that can strengthen 
recipient ability to set priorities and areue counter priorities and that 
can lead to policies that people actually believe in.• Tne strategy 
paper~of the Africa Bureau at USAID is notable for its emphasis on this 
priority and its recognition that universities present one of the best 
sources for its creation. 
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8. Improved planning and management 
ft related area,' where aid can make a major contribution, 
is in improving the data-gatherijig and processing capabilities_ of 
education ministries. The urgent need in most African countries is for 
the establishment of a system for the regular collection and 
publication of basic statistics' , on available resources and general 
performance, that can provide the data base for a country to know 
what is happening in its own system. Part of this task is the development 
of management tools such as resource allocation criteria, indicators 
of performance and principles of cost effectiveness which lead to 
71 better administration of the system as a whole. 
9. '-New forms of research " -
Donor emphases-in the past, in keeping with those of African 
governments, have been on quantitative expansion and such expansion has been 
the great achievement of the past-ten years. The need how is to pay 
relatively more attention to what happens inside schools once students 
get there-and how this relates to other dimensions of human welfare."-
The World Bank has led the way~in relevant research. It has shown what 
few in Africa ever doubted, i . e . that schools make a difference to academic 
achievement, and has begun to chart the magnitude of the-effects of 
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education upon health, f e r t i l i t y , income and agricultural productivity. 
Recent research has begun to quantify the relationship between education and 
particular aspects of human welfare, but i t has not yet begun to sort-out the 
precise mechanisms and conditions under which the relationships hold 
true. Part of the dif f iculty is -that the traditional tools of assessment 
— rate of return and cost-benefit analysis and manpower planning — are * 
more usefulcfbr quantitative approaches than qualitative assessment. 
Yet i t is clear that many of the central issues of education are questions of 
values and-motivation rather than numbers. There i s hence a need for new 
forms of research that focus on content, quality and motivation — what is 
being learned and why — than on the numbers passing through. 
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" I t must get beyond (below) the macro-issues of the 
econometricians, demographers and political secientists 
and provide more basic information and insight on local 
values, needs and motivational factors and concerns. 
It must.help planners to plan rather than just project; 
explain the labor market rather than just count the. 
workers* explain the motives rather than just describe 
the phenomena " ' 3 
Such studies at the micro level with an anthropological bent 
can be a critical complement to the cross-national work of the World-
.Bank, USAID and the IEA. • . • • 
10. New forms 'of training for educational managarient 
Closely re lated to the idea of new styles o f research i s the need 
for new forms of training. Donor agencies have supported training in the 
past, but it is clear that neither the right number nor the right type 
have been produced. There are some relatively respected examples of 
external-training programs —-. the HEP Paris, the EDI Washington and a 
number, of University-based programs, such as London and Stanford. They •' 
have, provided adequate training in research methods but have been 
preoccupied with education-system efficiency itself or with narrowly 
defined economic and political outcomes. This is Itrgely because we don't yet 
have a good grasp on what ought to be the relevant content for the training 
of analysts,and managers concerned with-the inter-connections between 
techniques .developed outside Africa and the reauirements posed by the 
" 7 4 
. particular circumstances of the continent. The problem is less a 
shortage of money than of good ideas and-institutions with an appropriately 
trans-sectoral outlook, although -there are - some models of institutions' 
.combining research, innovation and practice that may merit emulation.-
. In stressing the need for more and improved "training, we need: 
to guard against the. notion that training alone can bring about institutional 
reform. It is a common experience of .donor agencies for returned 
participants of training programs not only to fa i l to bring about 
institutional reform but to be constrained in terms of their individual 
contribution because of the absence of a supportive infrastructure. 
However, it is now being recognized that relatively modest resources to 
returnees and their institution can help to offset the constraint in which 
training is a necessary but not sufficient condition of institutional 
development. 
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11. Re- affirmation of Faith in Higher Education 
At several points throughout _this paper we have stressed the 
importance of universities and drawn attention to the damaging 
consequences of their present decline. It has been fashionable outside 
Africa to deride universities inside the continent as irrelevant .or 
expensive, and some of their behavior may have warranted such an 
attitude. But,-within the continent, they are valued and inf luentia l 
and for better or worse w i l l continue to accommodate the inte l l igents ia 
of the nation and be the principal source of local expertise for research 
and analysis. Given their importance, i t i s clearly unwise for donor 
agencies to view them as undesirable luxuries. Becasue they have an 
enormous potential influence over the rest of the education, system, 
the need is to seek ways in which they can be assisted to have a 
positive influence and provide the leadership and resources in research 
and training which they are uniquely placed to o f f e r , 
12. The education of g ir l s and women 
There i s a r e l a t i v e l y high level of resistance among the 
fraternity of Africa policy makers to outside prescriptions concerning 
the treatment of women.. Such prescriptions are quickly caricatured 
as the translation of European and North American responses to their 
own'feminists that have limited relevance to the complexity of gender 
relationships in Africa. This is an area which cal ls for particular 
sensitivity in the styles of aid agencies. However, the imperative 
to the expansion o f . educational opportunities for women comes as much 
from the goals of development as from concerns about equity. The research 
evidence is unequivocal in support of the conclusion that the education of 
women has a powerful independent c-ffect upon the reduction of f e r t i l i t y 
and upon infant and child mortality. Hence supporting government 
plans for expanding the educational opportunities for women is one: of 
the single most important available strategies for having an impact on 
African development. 
13. Strengthening learning resources 
Williams has equated the "learning-resource famine" with the 
more familiar food famine in the gravity of i t s imnact upon Afr ica ' s 75 
future. Aid agencies are in a good position to help resolve th is f i r s t 
kind of famine because they can supply the foreign exchange needed to 
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purchase equipment, books, paper, transportation fuel and so forth 
which are the crucial missing ingredients of the educational enterprise 
in Africa. The general need is to strengthen learning resources within1 
schools, colleges and universities and thereby increase the : 
possibi l i t ies for independent study which does not rely on the presence ' 
of teachers. 
14. Donor coordination 
There i s an /u r E-e ntieed for greater coherence in the overall aid 
process..- However, there is an inevitable tension between the 
priorities and styles o f individual donor agencies and the goals of 
coordination. One area where greater coordination may be possible is 
in agreements to reduce the burden of information demands that different 
agencies place upon recipients by greater standardization in their 
requests. Another area i s in ways of structuring increased African 
participation in the inter-agency dialogues about aid that occur in a 
variety of gatherings such as the Inter-national Working Group on 
Education which was described ear l ier . ' 
X. CONCLUSION 
The essence of the problem facing education systems in Africa 
is that the expansion of enrolements is exceeding the capacity of African 
economies to maintain educational quality. The gap in learning' 
achievements between African students and those of the industrial 
countries is widening to unbridgeable proportions and is threatening a 
condition of permanent dependency. Educational deficiencies have long-
term implications for the state of health, f e r t i l i t y and agricultural 
productivity among the African pceulace and therein l i e s much of i t s 
significance. The empirical relationship between educational attainment 
and the increase in human well-being and potential i s new clear but 
much remains to be discovered about i t s magnitude and the mechanisms which 
can strengthen i t . Associated with the practical problems of inadequate 
mass education, and the research problems of incomplete understanding of 
the demonstrated relationships, is the shortage of trained analvsts and 
researchers that make up the 'problem-solving capability of the African 
nations. Further investment in the human resources of the continent is an 
urgent requirement. Finding the finances and applying them Strategically and 
imaginatively is the challenge facing African governments and the inter-
national community. 
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